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Dear GIANO friends and colleagues,

This fourth edition of the GIANO
newsletter summarises the events,
activities and progress of the project,
coordinated by Thales Alenia Space
Italia (Italy), supported by BIP
Consulting (Italy), Piktime System SP.
Zoo (Poland), Space Research Centre
PAS in Poznan (Poland) and Deimos
Engenharia S.A. (Portugal).

GIANO solution idea was born with the
increasing occurrence of spoofing and
jamming events at worldwide level
threatening Critical Infrastructures,
considering their crucial position in our
civil society.

In addition, COVID-19 pandemic
situation has made the role of critical
infrastructures in day-to-day operations
even more central, where even the
slightest malfunction can lead to a
breakdown of the overall system.

In this edition of the Newsletter, we
present main GIANO project results
achieved during last few months. A brief
description of last scientific papers
published and a full events roadmap are
presented.

At last, a drill-down about
synchronisation matter is presented in
our unique section: the 4th dimension.
Enjoy
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GIANO Consortium is rapidly
approaching last phases of the project
after a two years run. Recently
(February 2021), GIANO solution
successfully passed the Test Readiness
Review (TRR) opening the test session
period. Due to importance of GIANO
receiver performance, a vast test
campaign is taking place divided in
different steps.

Unit Testing (e.g. GNSS Unit and Timing
Distribution Unit modules) tests take
place at TAS-I premises

A

Functional Testing takes place at TAS-I
premises (after integration phase)B

Calibration of GNSSU internal delay and
GIANO Platform relative calibration take
place respectively at TAS-I and at INRIM
laboratories (after functional tests)

C

Performance Testing of GIANO platform
takes place at SRC-PAS for time-transfer
performance evaluation

D

Resilience Testing of GIANO platform
takes place at JRC facilities for jamming
and spoofing robustness and OSNMA
functionalities

E

Benchmarking of GIANO platform takes
place at INRIM laboratories for final
validation

F
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During the period between CDR and TRR milestones, the Consortium published two
scientific papers, presenting main project achievements during dedicated pitch
sessions.

Galileo OSNMA Preliminary Implementation in the 

GIANO GNSS Receiver

Advancements in the GIANO Project: Galileo based 

Timing Receiver for Increasing Critical 

Infrastructures Resilience

Besides the implementation of some interference and spoofing detection and
mitigation techniques, GIANO receiver makes use of Galileo’s authentication service
OSNMA (Open Service Navigation Message Authentication), which can be employed
as an added defense against some types of spoofing. The receiver authenticates the
satellite messages through a Digital Signature algorithm and a public key known by
the receivers, which also validates the root key of the TESLA (Time Efficient Stream
Loss-tolerant Authentication) chain, and through MACs (Message Authentication
Codes) which are used to authenticate specific fields of the Navigation Message. The
receiver will also support public key renewals over the air. In this paper, the OSNMA
implementation within GIANO receiver, including the cryptographic operations
required, has been presented.

The paper reported the progress of GIANO project, aiming to develop a high-
performance Galileo-Based Timing Receiver for Critical Infrastructure applications
(Telco, Energy, Finance) with increased resilience. The robust, flexible and
configurable GNSS receiver unit is able to track and process Galileo (E1, E5), GPS (L1,
L5) and SBAS L1/L5 signals. It includes jamming, spoofing, multipath detection and
mitigation functions, T-RAIM and OS-NMA support. The receiver includes a highly
stable reference source and provides a variety of timing outputs, including NTP, PTP
and IRIG-B codes, whose interfaces have been developed by Piktime. After the
completion of the integration and preliminary internal tests, two GIANO receivers
will be deployed for testing at different laboratories.
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IFCS-EFTF 2019

14-18 April 2019

Orlando, US
The Consortium presented GIANO 

Project poster

ITSF 2019

4-7 November 2019

Brighton, UK
Presentation of GIANO solution during 

"Next Generation GNSS & Time 

References " session

NavSpace 2019

18-19 June 2019

Rome, Italy
GIANO Project introduced during the 

Application Track Session 
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European Space Week

3-5 December 2019

Helsinki, Finland
The Consortium presented GIANO 

Project during E-GNSS user assembly  

session

ION PTTI 2020

21-24 January 2020

San Diego, US
The Consortium presented the project 

during “session P5b: Emergent Timing 

Infrastructure for GNSS Providers”

New Space Economy

10-12 December 2019

Rome, Italy
The Consortium set up  a dedicated 

booth, in which the GIANO project has 

been presented
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ION GNSS+ 2020

22-25 September 2020

Virtual
The Consortium presented the 

scientific paper titled: “Galileo-based 

Timing Receiver for Critical 

Infrastructures: The GIANO Project”

ION PTTI 2021

25-28 January 2021

Virtual
The Consortium presented the 

scientific paper titled: “Advancements 

in the GIANO Project: Galileo-based 

Timing Receiver for Increasing Critical 

Infrastructures Resilience

EU Space Week 2020

7-11 December 2020

Virtual
Presentation of GIANO Project
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4th Dimension

Despite the profound difference
between natural events and
technological processes, it is easy to
find examples of similarities between
the two classes in any field of study. It is
not uncommon to find examples in the
literature on this topic, where humans
are increasingly taking their cue from
behaviours related to the vegetal and
animal world, as evidenced by a rapidly
growing trend.

Analogously, the human brain is
increasingly taken into account when
talking about Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning and Internet of
Things, highlighting man's ability to take
references from the existing world to
create a new, better future.

Understanding the motives, attitudes,
and fundamental criteria that
determine the complexities of human
networks is critical for many facets of
our lives, including stock market
dynamics, traffic management, disease
prevention, and research into the
decision-making mechanisms of various
forms of communities. Understanding
the complexities of human networks
will facilitate in determining the effects
of integrating artificial intelligence into
our increasingly wired universe, where
each node in a computer network will
be capable of making complicated
decisions.

In fact, similarities between neural
connections and high-speed
connections (characteristic of our
present where enabling technologies
such as 5G are strongly influencing new
lifestyles) occur more and more
frequently.

Humans are capable of performing a
diverse variety of operations of differing
degrees of difficulty and at various
organisational stages. Any of these tasks
involves brain control, speech, vision,
and higher-order cognition, and all of
them often include social contact and
communication with other individuals.

In general, a task output necessitates
the synchronisation of basic
components, as well as improvements
in their structure as the function
unfolds in reaction to task demands.
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4th Dimension

Synchronisation can be viewed from
two different point of view: at system
dynamics level and at system element
level of control. Similar to the
technological connections that pervade
the world in which we live, also in
human bodies synchronisation refers to
the alignment in time of the states or
dynamics of the components that make
up the system at the system level.

Synchronisation in brains is represented
by the activation of neural elements,
locking to an externally driven
oscillatory signal, whilst in motoric
behaviour to coalesce into an activity,
various muscle groups must contract at
the same time. Reactions to external
stimulus are the perfect example of
synchronisation between brain and
muscular sides. In fact, each neuron
receiving reasonably congruent signals
about its state, from all the neurons
with which it has contacts, is consistent
with proper recognition of an incoming
pattern. On the other hand, to react
and execute the behavior, each relevant
muscle must receive congruent signals
from the other relevant muscles.

When it comes to social groups,
constructive collaborative activity
requires that each member of the
community receives explicit messages
from the others.

When the others are coordinated, it's
easy to synchronise one's walking with
them because the messages they send
about one's suggested gestures are
consistent. However, if the party is not
coordinated, the signals received from
different sources will vary. If the group
is not synchronised signals from various
individuals will interfere and conflict.

The binding of dynamics is represented
by both viewpoints on synchronisation:
temporal alignment of dynamics and
congruence in signaling among
elements (i.e., the dynamics of one
element is dependent on the dynamics
of another element). Compensatory
dynamics can be used instead of doing
the same action at the same time in this
type of binding.
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4th Dimension

If there are several tasks to be
completed, a group may provide
dynamic ways of synchronisation. This is
visible in a band, where each member
plays a different instrument, but each
instrument knows the other
instruments where it is in the musical
piece and what sound it can make at
any given time.

It is well known that if element
interactions are expressed in structural
links, the consistency of these
connections can be easier to recreate
similar (or identical) assemblies of
elements. It is straightforward to re-
establish a highly educated mechanism
that has been disturbed. Repetitive
synchronisation between individuals
reinforces interpersonal relationships by
increasing their liking for one another.

Increased synchronisation enhances
momentary influence among elements,
resulting in the formation of a
functional unit, while decreased
synchronisation weakens momentary
influence among elements, resulting in
the disintegration of the functional unit.

Function imposes constraints on
synchronisation. Even the same act

might involve different configurations of
lower-level elements in order to perform
a particular function.

At all stages of psychological reality,
synchronisation plays a causal role: brain
control, vision, motor activity, higher-
order action, mental functions, dyadic
actions, and mutual action in social
classes.

Having this in mind, nature examples can
still play a crucial role in the technology
advancement, representing valuable
lessons for improving everyday life in
each relevant scientific domain. For what
concerns synchronisation, human minds,
behaviour muscles and social activities
still are case studies from which to draw
inspiration in order to enhance
innovative technological-based systems.

“The key is in not spending time, but in investing it”

Stephen R. Covey



Thales Alenia Space in Italy (TAS-I) is the Italian
division of Europe’s largest satellite manufacturer, it
operates in the security, aerospace, transportation,
defence and space markets. TAS-I is the leader
company of the project, being responsible of its
development in each phase

Prime Contractor

Consortium Members
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PIKTime Systems is a Polish company specialised in
precise timing applications and time-based products
& services. Piktime will design the timing distrubtion
module of GIANO, providing accurate time
synchronization on the selected interfaces phase

Consortium Partner

Space Research Center of the Polish Academy of
Science (SRC PAS) is an interdisciplinary research
institute, participating in space research and
development of space equipment. SRC will
contribute to testing and validation phases of the
platform prototype, evaluating the time transfer
receiver performance with live signals

Consortium Partner

BIP is a global level business consulting partner with
more than 3.300 employees over 12 countries, with an
extensive track record in thorough economic
evaluations in the global Aviation, ATM and Space
domains, thus able to build sound business plans and
viable dissemination activities

Consortium Partner

DEIMOS is a lead engineering and space system
provider in Europe. Deimos will be responsible for
design and implementation of Galileo authentication
algorithms and will support the architecture
definition phase

Consortium Partner
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/giano-project/

https://twitter.com/ProjectGiano

http://gianoproject.eu/
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